
 



SignTorch.com       Pro               Animals 

ALLIGATOR1= ALLIGATOR2= ALLIGATOR2A_ ALLIGATOR3= ALLIGATOR3A_ 

ALLIGATOR4= ALLIGATOR4A_ ALLIGATOR5= ALLIGATOR6= ANIMAL1= 

ANIMAL2= ANIMAL3= ANIMAL6_ ANIMAL7_ ANIMAL9= 

ANIMAL10_ ARMADILLO1= ARMADILLO1A_ ARMADILLO2= ARMADILLO2A_ 

BEAR2= BEAR3= BEAR4= BEAR5= BEAR7 

BEAR8 BEAR9= BEAR10= BEAR_CLAW1= BEAR_PAIR= 
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BEAR_TRACK1- BEAR_TRACK2- BEAVER1 BEAVER2 BEAVER3 

BEAVER4= BISON1= BISON1A_ BISON2= BISON2A_ 

BISON3= BISON3A_ BOAR1 BOAR2= BOAR3 

BOAR4 BOAR5= BOAR6= BOAR7= BOAR8_ 

BOAR9= BOAR10= BOBCAT1 BOBCAT_TRACK- BOER_GOAT1= 

BOER_GOAT1A_ BOER_GOAT2= BOER_GOAT3= BOER_GOAT3A= BOER_GOAT4= 
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BOER_GOAT4A= BOER_GOAT5= BOER_GOAT5A_ BOER_GOAT6= BOER_GOAT6A= 

BOER_GOAT7= BOER_GOAT7A_ BOER_GOAT8= BOER_GOAT8A_ BOER_GOAT9= 

BOER_GOAT9A= BOER_GOAT10= BOER_GOAT10A_ BOER_GOAT11= BOER_GOAT11A_ 

BUFFALO1= BULL1= BULL2= BULL2A= BULL3= 

BULL3A_ BULL4_ BULL5= BULL5B_ BULL6= 

BULL6A= BULL7= BULL7A= BULL8= BULL9= 
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BULL10_ BULL11_ BULL12= BULL12A_ BULL13= 

BULL13A= BULL14= BULL14A= BULL15= BULL15A= 

BULL16= BULL16A_ BULL17= BULL17A= CATTLE1= 

CATTLE2= CATTLE3= CATTLE4= CATTLE5= CATTLE6_ 

CATTLE7= CATTLE8= CATTLE9= CATTLE10= CATTLE11= 

CATTLE12= CATTLE13 CATTLE14= CATTLE15= CATTLE16= 
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CATTLE17= CATTLE18= CATTLE20= CATTLE22= 
 

CATTLE23= 

CATTLE24= CATTLE25= CATTLE26= CATTLE27= 
 

CATTLE28= 

CATTLE29= CATTLE30= CATTLE31#= CATTLE31A#= 
 

COTTONTAIL_TRACK#_ 

COUGAR1= COUGAR2= COW1= COW1A_ 
 

COW2= 

COW2A_ COW3= COW3A_ COW4= 
 

COW4A= 

COW5= COW5A= COW6= COW6A= 
 

COW7= 
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COW7A= COW8= COW8A= COW9= COW9A_ 

COW10= COW10A_ COYOTE1 COYOTE2= COYOTE_TRACK- 

DINOSAUR1= DINOSAUR1A= DINOSAUR2= DINOSAUR2A_ DINOSAUR3= 

DINOSAUR3A= DINOSAUR4= DINOSAUR4A_ DINOSAUR5= DINOSAUR5A_ 

DINOSAUR6= DINOSAUR6A= DINOSAUR7= DINOSAUR7A= DINOSAUR8= 

DINOSAUR8A= DINOSAUR9= DINOSAUR9A_ DINOSAUR10= DINOSAUR10A_ 
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DINOSAUR11= DINOSAUR11A= DINOSAUR12= DINOSAUR12A_ DINOSAUR13= 

DINOSAUR13A_ DINOSAUR14= DINOSAUR14A= DINOSAUR15= DINOSAUR15A= 

DINOSAUR16= DINOSAUR16A= DINOSAUR17= DINOSAUR17A_ DONKEY1_ 

DONKEY2_ DONKEY3= DONKEY3A_ DONKEY4= DONKEY4A= 

DONKEY5= DONKEY5A_ DONKEY6= DONKEY6A= DONKEY7= 

DONKEY7A_ DONKEY8= DONKEY8A= DONKEY9= DONKEY9A= 
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ELEPHANT1= FISHER_TRACK- FOX1= 
 

FOX_TRACK- GIRAFFE1= 

HARE_TRACK#_ KANGAROO1= KANGAROO2= 
 

KOALA_BEAR1= KOALA_BEAR2 

KOALA_BEAR3= MINK_TRACK- MOUSE_TRACK- 
 

MUSKRAT_TRACK#_ OPPOSUM_TRACK- 

OTTER_TRACK- P1- PANTHER1= 
 

PANTHER1A_ PANTHER2= 

PANTHER2A_ PBEAVER#_ PIG1= 
 

PIG1A= PIG2= 

PIG3= PIG4= PIG5= 
 

PIG6= PIG6A_ 
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PIG7= PIG7A= PIG8= PIG8A_ PIG9= 

PIG9A_ PIG10= PIG10A_ PIG11= PIG12= 

PIG12A_ PIG13= PIG13A_ PIGLET1= PIGLET1A= 

PIGLET2= PIGLET2A_ PIGLET3= PIGLET3A_ PIGLET4= 

PIGLET5= PIGLET6= PIGLET6A= PIGLET7= PIGLET7A_ 

PIGLET8= PIGLET8A_ PIGLET9= PIGLET9A= PIGLET10= 
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PIGLET10A= PIGLET11= PIGLET11A= PIGS1= PIGS1A= 

 
PORCUPINE_TRACK- RABBIT1= RABBIT2= RABBIT3= RABBIT4= 

 
RABBIT5 RACCOON1= RACCOON2= RACCOON3= RED_FOX_TRACK- 

 
RHINO1= RHINO1A_ SEAL4 SQUIRREL= SQUIRREL_TRACK-

 
TIGER1= WEASEL_TRACK- WOLF1= WOLF2= WOLF3= 

 
WOODCHUCK_TRACK-         
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SignTorch Stencil Factor  

Special Marks on the end of each filename indicate which 
designs are one-piece (plasma friendly) or not. Pictures below 
assume black represents final material. 

_Underscore means the design is a pure 
silohuette with no holes. It has one cut around the 
periphery and can be cut either into or out of one 
solid piece of material. 

=Equal Sign means the design is like a silohuette 
but it has interior holes. The design can be cut out 
to form one solid piece but it cannot be cut into 
one solid piece of material. 

#Pound Sign preceeding either above symbol 
means there are multiple disconnected primary 
objects in the scene where some sort of 
connection is required to produce a one-piece 
design. Such as two animals or two people that 
are not connected. 

+Plus Sign means the design has multiple solid 
but disconnected elements. The design can be 
cut into one solid piece of material but it cannot be 
cut out as one solid piece. 

Stencil Factor is irrelevant for vinyl cutting, engraving, and processes with backing 
material to hold loose pieces in place. If none of the above marks are appended to 
the end of the filename, then the design is not one-piece. Stencil Factor Marks only 
indicate one-piece geometrical qualities. They do not indicate whether the design 
itself is actually compatible with any particular cutting process or any particular size 
of project. 



  
SignTorch End User License Agreement  
This product is provided under the following license agreement granted by Gary DeWitt ("SignTorch").  
Important: carefully read this license before using this product. Installing, copying, or otherwise using this product indicates your 
acknowledgment that you have read this license and agree to be bound by and comply with its terms. If you do not agree, return the 
complete product to Gary DeWitt 'SignTorch', 1420 Dogwood Dr., Vidor, TX, 77662, USA within 30 days of the date you acquired it for a 
full refund.  
SignTorch provides you with clipart in digital media format, printed or printable materials, a license, and documentation (together, and in 
part, called the "product") and grants you a license to use the product in accordance with the terms of this license. Any supplemental 
and supporting materials provided to you by SignTorch shall be considered part of the product and subject to the terms and conditions 
of this license. The copyright and all other rights to the product shall remain with SignTorch.  
You may make, install and use copies of the product, provided that only one copy is used at a time. You may not install the product on 
multiple computers for multiple users to use the product.  
You may use the clipart only if you comply with the terms of this license.  
You may transfer the product to someone else only if you assign all of your rights under this license, cease all use of the product, erase 
or destroy all copies, and ensure that the person to whom you wish to transfer the product agrees to the terms of this license.  
You may not use the product or make copies of it except as permitted in this license.  
You may not translate, reverse engineer, decompile, or disassemble the product except to the extent the foregoing restriction is 
expressly prohibited by applicable law.  
You may not rent, lease, assign, or transfer the product except as set out in the foregoing.  
You may not modify the product or use all or any part of the product as a similar product or in any similar product. You may not 
redistribute the product.  
This license shall remain in effect only for so long as you are in compliance with the terms and conditions of this agreement. This 
license will terminate if you fail to comply with any of its terms or conditions. You agree, upon termination, cease all use of the product, 
erase or destroy all copies. The limitations of warranties and liability set out below shall continue in force even after any termination.  
Limitation of warranties and liability: The product is provided on an "as is" basis, without any other warranties or conditions, express or 
implied, including, but not limited to, warranties of merchantable quality, satisfactory quality, merchantability or fitness for a particular 
purpose, or those arising by law, statute, usage of trade, course of dealing or otherwise. The entire risk as to the results and 
performance of the product is assumed by you. Neither we nor our dealers or suppliers shall have any liability to you or any other 
person or entity for any indirect, incidental, special, or consequential damages whatsoever, including, but not limited to, loss of revenue 
or profit, lost or damaged data or other commercial or economic loss, even if we have been advised of the possibility of such damages, 
or they are foreseeable. We are also not responsible for claims by a third party. Our maximum aggregate liability to you and that of our 
dealers and suppliers shall not exceed the amount paid by you for the product. The limitations in this section shall apply whether or not 
the alleged breach or default is a breach of a fundamental condition or term or a fundamental breach. Some states/countries do not 
allow the exclusion or limitation of liability for consequential or incidental damages, so the above limitation may not apply to you.  
This license shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the US and the licensees country of domicile, excluding 
that body of law applicable to choice of law and excluding the united nations convention on contracts for the international sale of goods 
and any legislation implementing such convention, if otherwise applicable. If any provision of this license is declared by a court of 
competent jurisdiction to be invalid, illegal, or unenforceable, such a provision shall be severed from the license and the other 
provisions shall remain in full force and effect.  
This license shall apply to all product obtained with permission. This license shall not expire and shall remain in effect. This license 
does not extend to any product that was not obtained with permission. This license does not apply if the product is refunded, returned 
or otherwise not fully paid for.  
This product contains numerous clipart and images (collectively referred to as the "images") which are owned by SignTorch. As a user 
of this product you are free to use, modify and publish the images as you wish subject to the restrictions set out below. If you are 
uncertain as to whether your intended use is in compliance with the guidelines set out below, we recommend that you seek the advice 
of your own attorney or legal counsel. SignTorch will not provide you with an opinion as to whether your use is in compliance with these 
guidelines.  
You may incorporate any image(s) into your own original work and publish, display and distribute your work in any media provided you 
include a copyright notice in any electronic or digital work reflecting on the copyright ownership of both you, and Gary DeWitt 
'SignTorch' as follows: "copyright (c) 2006 Gary DeWitt 'SignTorch'. All rights reserved."  
You may not, however, resell, sublicense or otherwise make available the image(s) for use or distribution separately or detached from a 
product or web page. For example, the image(s) may be used as part of a web page design, but may not be made available for 
downloading separately or in a format designed or intended for permanent storage or re-use by others. Similarly, clients may be 
provided with copies of the image(s) (including digital files) as an integral part of a work product (with above descibed copyright notice), 
but may not be provided with the image(s) or permitted to use the image(s) separately or as part of any other product;  
You may not create scandalous, obscene, defamatory or immoral works using the image(s) nor use the image(s) for any other purpose 
which is prohibited by law;  
You may not use or permit the use of the image(s) or any part thereof as a trademark or service mark, or claim any property rights of 
any sort to the image(s) or any part thereof;  
You may not use the image(s) in electronic format, on-line or in multimedia applications unless the image(s) are in a raster format and 
incorporated for viewing purposes only and no permission is given to download and/or save the image(s) for any reason.  
You may not rent, lease, sublicense or lend the image(s), or a copy thereof, to another person or legal entity. You may, however, 
transfer all your license to use the image(s) to another person or legal entity, provided that (i) you transfer the image(s) and this license, 
including all copies (except copies incorporated into your work product as permitted under this license), to such person or entity, (ii) that 
you retain no copies, including copies stored on a computer or other storage device, and (iii) the receiving party agrees to be bound by 
the terms and conditions of this license;  
You may not use any image(s) except as expressly permitted by this license. 


